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SHFM3The complex expression pattern of ﬁbroblast growth factor 8 (Fgf8) and the cellular responses dependent on
concentration of its mRNA in vertebrates suggest that Fgf8 should be tightly controlled at the transcriptional
level. We found zebraﬁsh conserved noncoding elements (CNEs) with pan-vertebrate as well as ﬁsh-speciﬁc
orthologous sequences from across 200 kb of the zebraﬁsh fgf8a genomic regulatory block to direct reporter
expression in patterns consistent with the expression pattern of fgf8a. These included elements from inside
the introns of the skin-speciﬁc slc2a15a and the ubiquitously expressed fbxw4 bystander genes. The fgf8a/
fbxw4 gene pair, which has remained joined throughout three whole genome duplications in chordate
evolution, is inverted in teleost genomes, but CNEs across both evolutionary breakpoints showed speciﬁc
activity. While some CNEs directed highly reproducible expression patterns, others were subject to variation
but showed, in a subset of transgenes, expression in the apical ectodermal ridge, the anterior boundaries of
somites and the midbrain–hindbrain boundary, speciﬁc Fgf8 signaling domains, suggesting that their activity
may be context speciﬁc. A human element with tetrapod-speciﬁc orthologous sequences directed reporter
expression to the vasculature, possibly corresponding to a tetrapod innovation. We conclude that fgf8a
transcriptional regulation employs pan-vertebrate and teleost-speciﬁc enhancers dispersed over three genes
in the zebraﬁsh genome.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Fibroblast growth factor 8 (Fgf8) is a versatile vertebrate
morphogen regulating a multitude of developmental processes, such
as cellular proliferation, cell death/survival and positional cell identity
in the vertebrate embryo. Vertebrate organ systems dependent on
Fgf8 signaling for their induction, development and subdivision
include limb buds, craniofacial skeleton, heart, cortex (telencepha-
lon), retinotopic projection, midbrain, cerebellum, hindbrain, kidney,
somites, muscle, inner ear, midbrain–hindbrain boundary, cartilage
and bone, among others (Abu-Issa et al., 2002; Abzhanov and Tabin,
2004; Alexandre et al., 2006; Basson et al., 2008; Bates, 2007; Chi et al.,
2003; Dubrulle et al., 2001; Fukuchi-Shimogori and Grove, 2001;
Groves et al., 2005; Ilagan et al., 2006; Kawauchi et al., 2005; Ladher et
al., 2005; Maves et al., 2002; O'Leary et al., 2007; Picker and Brand,
2005; Reifers et al., 1998; Sato and Nakamura, 2004; Sun et al., 1999;
Wiellette and Sive, 2004). In all sequenced teleost genomes, the fgf8
locus has been retained in duplicate after the bony ﬁsh-speciﬁc whole
genome duplication, and both fgf8a and fgf8b have been described intitute, Sydney Medical School,
SW 2050, Australia. Fax: +61
ker).
ll rights reserved.stickleback and zebraﬁsh (Jovelin et al., 2007; Kikuta et al., 2007b).
The genomic region around Fgf8 has been highly conserved in all
vertebrate genomes (Engstrom et al., 2008; Kikuta et al., 2007b), and
the tetrapod Fgf8 loci and the teleost fgf8a loci have retained the
neighboring gene fbxw4 (Kawakami et al., 2000; Kikuta et al., 2007b).
Given that the precise location and dosage of Fgf8 mRNA and/or
protein is often crucial for a given cellular response (e.g., Crossley et
al., 1996; Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004; Fukuchi-Shimogori and Grove,
2001; Storm et al., 2006), there is still poor understanding of how Fgf8
is regulated at the transcriptional level. To date, three studies have
been published that tested regulatory elements from the mouse and
zebraﬁsh Fgf8/fgf8a loci (Beermann et al., 2006; Inoue et al., 2006;
Inoue et al., 2008). Inoue et al. (Inoue et al., 2006; Inoue et al., 2008)
searched the introns of the zebraﬁsh fgf8a gene as well as the
intergenic regions adjoining the neighboring genes for cis-regulatory
activity and found a number of elements that drove speciﬁc
expression in transgenic zebraﬁsh. These authors noted that for
example somite expression was not among the patterns they
discovered and concluded that additional regulatory elements may
reside further up- or downstream of the region they examined.
Beermann et al. (2006) combined their search for Fgf8 regulatory
elements with a transgene utilizing a BAC covering nearly 200 kb
around the mouse Fgf8 locus and used it to rescue the mouse Fgf8
knockout, which is characterized by early embryonic lethality due to
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early lethality, but the resulting mouse embryos had lethal defects,
among them craniofacial and retinal abnormalities, suggesting that
not all cis-regulatory elements normally driving Fgf8 expression were
present in the rescue BAC (Beermann et al., 2006).
We set out to investigate fgf8a regulation in zebraﬁsh by analyzing
synteny conservation across a larger chromosomal segment including
neighboring genes. We have recently described genomic regulatory
blocks (GRBs) as extended, and evolutionary conserved, regulatory
domains around developmental control genes in vertebrate and insect
genomes (Becker and Lenhard, 2007; Engstrom et al., 2008; Engstrom
et al., 2007; Kikuta et al., 2007a; Kikuta et al., 2007b; Navratilova and
Becker, 2009). GRBs may include neighboring genes and cis-
regulatory elements often hide in their introns and sometimes several
gene distances away and can be discerned by conserved synteny and
high density of conserved noncoding elements (CNEs) (reviewed by
Kikuta et al., 2007a). The neighboring genes, typically unrelated in
sequence and function to the regulatory ‘target gene’ were termed
‘bystander genes’ (Kikuta et al., 2007b) since they contain CNEs which
regulate the target gene rather than the gene the CNEs reside in. A
recent survey of transcription start sites (TSS) in GRBs has shown that
target genes have larger numbers of TSS as well as a distinct set of
transcription factor binding sites in their core promoters when
compared to bystander genes, suggesting that these features enable
the target genes to sense long-range cis-regulatory information
(Akalin et al., 2009).
In this paper, we show that vertebrate Fgf8 constitutes a target
gene, which in all chordate genomes has retained the neighboring
Fbxw4 bystander gene, and that Fgf8 is regulated by regulatory
elements within the introns of Fbxw4 and beyond. We demonstrate
that even though the fgf8a/fbxw4 gene pair has undergone inversion
during teleost evolution with respect to tetrapods, conserved CNEs
outside the breakpoints are functional fgf8a cis-regulatory elements.
Due to the rearrangement, CNEs in the introns of slc2a15a, a gene
upstream of fgf8a in teleost genomes and lost in mammals, but still
present in the chicken genome, are far downstream of human FGF8.
Conversely, intergenic CNEs upstream of slc2a15a in ﬁsh genomes
have orthologous CNEs inside human BTRC (FBW1A), a gene lost in the
teleost lineage, yet have retained speciﬁc enhancer activity. Finally, by
generating multiple stable transgenic lines with each identiﬁed
regulatory element, we show that, while some cis-regulatory
elements drive expression in highly reproducible patterns, others
may be subject to variation. Nevertheless, we found these transgenes
directed reporter expression to characteristic fgf8a expression
domains and presumably are dependent on the speciﬁc context that
the inserted transgene has landed in. Our results suggest that fgf8a
regulation is executed by multiple regulatory elements with some-
times overlapping functions distributed over a large genomic interval
containing several genes. We conclude that developmental expres-
sion of the vertebrate Fgf8morphogen is executed across evolutionary
chromosomal breakpoints by conserved and novel enhancers.
Materials and methods
Fish, embryos and imaging
Zebraﬁsh (Danio rerio) were maintained under standard condi-
tions at 28 °C, at a 14-h light/10-h dark cycle, according to a proto-
col developed in our laboratory (http://www.sars.no/facilities/
ﬁshRaisingprotocol.doc). Embryos for Tol2 construct injection and
for in situ hybridization were obtained from crosses of TAB wild-type
adults. Potential transgenic founders were outcrossed to the Singa-
pore spotty strain. Freshly laid fertilized eggs were allowed to develop
until needed at 28.5 °C in E3 embryo medium with 0.003% 1-phenyl-
2-thiourea (Sigma) to prevent melanization. Embryos were staged
according to Kimmel et al. (1995).Imaging and screening
Color images of in situ hybridization were taken using a Leica
MZFLIII stereomicroscope equipped with a SpotInsight™ camera
model 14.2 Color Mosaic and associated Spot™ software. Images were
processed in Adobe Photoshop version 10.0.1.
Fluorescent samples were screened and photographed using a GFP
ﬁlter on a Nikon inverse microscope ECLIPSE TE2000-S equipped with
470/40 nm excitation ﬁlter and a 500-nm LP mission ﬁlter (Chroma)
and Diagnostic Instruments Inc. SpotRT™KE monochrome digital
camera and Spot™ software.In situ hybridization and immunodetection
Whole-mount in situ hybridization for embryos was previously
described by (Adolf et al., 2006). For fgf8a (Reifers et al., 1998),
antisense digoxigenin-labeled RNA probe was synthesized from the
vector digested with Not1 and transcribed with T7 RNA polymerase
(DIG RNA labeling kit (SP6/T7), Roche). Templates for in situ
hybridization of fbxw4 and slc2a15a zebraﬁsh genes were ampliﬁed
from a cDNA library of 24 hpf embryos with the following primer
pairs: fbxw4-L: AAGCTACCAGTTCATCTCCA and fbxw4-R: CAGGTT-
TAATTGGCTCTTTG to obtain a 1460-bp product, and slc2a15a-L:
TAGCTGTGGTCAACTCTCCT and slc2a15a-R: AAACCAGATAGCAGTAG-
GACC to obtain a 1227-bp product. PCR products were cloned into
a pCR-II vector and sequenced. Antisense digoxigenin-labeled RNA
probes were synthesize with T7 RNA polymerase (DIG RNA
labeling kit (SP6/T7)), after digestion with HindIII for both fbxw4
and slc2a15a.Searching for conserved noncoding sequences in the Fgf8 locus
in vertebrates
A number of conserved noncoding sequences was chosen for
testing their enhancer activity in a 200-kb region around the fgf8a
gene on zebraﬁsh chromosome 13 (Zv7: 20480000–20680000)
based on conservation obtained by BLAT comparison of the
zebraﬁsh fgf8a locus with sequenced vertebrate genomes annotated
in the Ensembl Genome Browser (http://www.ensembl.org/index.
html). The exact size of conserved sequences was deﬁned using the
UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). Sequences were
ampliﬁed by PCR using Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase High Fidelity
(Invitrogen) from genomic DNA extracted from 24 hpf embryos or
human epithelial cells using DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen) with pairs
of primers listed in Table S1 (Supplementary data). PCR products
were subcloned into a pCR8/GW/Topo Vector, sequenced and
cloned into the destination vector (Tol2 GFP-Expression-Vector)
based on the Tol2 transposon as described previously (Navratilova
et al., 2009).Injections of Tol2 GFP expression vector containing conserved noncoding
sequences
A DNA stock solution of each construct was puriﬁed from RNases
by phenol–chloroform extraction and diluted to 50 ng/μl with RNase-
free water. Transposase mRNA was synthesized and puriﬁed with the
mMESSAGEmMACHINE SP6 Kit (Ambion), from the pCS2-TP vector
after digestion with NotI and puriﬁed according to instructions by the
manufacturer. The injection mixture contained 20 ng/μl DNA, 25 ng/
μl TP mRNA and phenol red, and 2 nl of mix was injected into the
cytoplasm of each egg shortly after fertilization. Embryos were
incubated at 28.5 °C and allowed to develop until 24 hpf when they
were screened by GFP ﬂuorescence. Embryos showing speciﬁc GFP
patterns were selected and raised.
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Progeny from outcrosses of injected founder ﬁsh was screened by
GFP ﬂuorescence. Positive embryos were selected and GFP expression
patterns were documented. Selected transgenic embryos were grown
to establish transgenic lines.
Results
Vertebrate Fgf8 loci display evolutionary conservation across chordates
The genome of the basal chordate Ciona, which serves to represent
the ancestral chordate genome before the three whole genome
duplications (R1–R3), contains a single gene related to the FgfD
subfamily (Canestro et al., 2007). Tetrapods, with three genes (Fgf8,
17 and 18), thus represent R2, and zebraﬁsh, with six FgfD genes, R3.
The fgf8 gene has remained duplicated in teleosts (Jovelin et al., 2007;
Kikuta et al., 2007b), and the two duplicate loci have undergone
deletions within their respective synteny blocks. The zebraﬁsh fgf8a
genomic region exhibits conserved synteny with other teleost
genomes over approximately 250 kb and includes six neighboring
genes. Of these, four are in conserved synteny with the chicken
genome and three with mammalian genomes (Fig. 1). Thus, with
respect to these neighboring genes, the fgf8a locus can be compared to
the single tetrapod locus. To identify potential enhancers of fgf8a, we
scanned a region of approximately 200 kb, including the upstream
slc2a15a gene, which we found to be expressed in the embryonic skin,
and the downstream fbxw4 gene, which is expressed ubiquitously
(Fig. 2B; see also Kawakami et al., 2000; Sidow et al., 1999). Using
BLAT (Kent, 2002), we detected CNEs across the entire region in
multiple vertebrate genomes, including inside the two neighboring
genes and beyond.
Rearrangement of the zebraﬁsh fgf8a GRB compared to tetrapod
genomes and expression of bystander genes
Conserved synteny between human and zebraﬁsh genomes (Figs.
2A and B) was found downstream from and including fgf8a, in a
synteny block of 294 kb in the zebraﬁsh zv7 assembly (Flicek et al.,
2008), which corresponds to 687.5 kb in the human genome and
includes the downstream genes LBX1 and TLX1 (Figs. 1 and 2A). These
two genes encode developmental transcription factors and likely also
constitute GRB target genes, and the block of conserved synteny
between human and zebraﬁsh containing FGF8, LBX1 and TLX1Fig. 1. Gene order and conserved synteny of Fgf8 chromosomal loci across vertebrates. The g
state, as well as in human, mouse, chicken and three teleost genomes. Fgf8 is shown in red, an
conserved synteny between Ciona and vertebrates includes only Fgf8 and Fbxw4, while betw
include Slc5a15 in mammals, but not in chicken, and Btrc in teleosts. The Poll and Dpcd gene
pair has been inverted in teleost genomes, as has Tlx1 in either tetrapods or teleosts. Numbe
represent 2R and teleosts 3R genome duplications.therefore presumably consists of three GRBs. In the human genome,
the highest density of CNEs is found in BTRC far downstream of FGF8
(Fig. 2B). Despite the loss of the BTRC ortholog in ﬁsh and a teleost-
speciﬁc inversion, the orthologous elements in this region that are
conserved between ﬁsh and human are found upstream of slc2a15a
(Fig. 2A). Conversely, slc2a15a has been lost in the mammalian, but
not avian, lineage (Fig. 1), but orthologs of the CNEs inside this gene in
chicken are found downstream from human FGF8. The loss of BTRC in
teleosts and the conservation of the CNEs inside this gene identify
BTRC as a bystander gene. The region encompassing slc2a15a, fgf8a
and fbxw4 contains multiple CNEs (Figs. 2A and B), while the
expression patterns of these genes are markedly distinct (Fig. 2C),
suggesting that there is little, if any, co-regulation of these genes at the
stages analyzed.Conserved noncoding elements act as developmental enhancers with
varying degrees of reproducibility
Since enhancer detection had indicated that insertions across a
200-kbp interval around fgf8a all take on an fgf8a-like expression
pattern (Kikuta et al., 2007b), we hypothesized that the CNEs found
inside and beyond the bystander genes slc2a15a and fbxw4 might be
regulating fgf8a. We ampliﬁed these sequences and cloned them
upstream of a gata2 basal promoter (Ellingsen et al., 2005) controlling
the expression of green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) inside a transgen-
esis vector based on the Tol2 transposon (Kawakami, 2007). A total of
22 constructs were tested, which represent 18 conserved noncoding
elements (Fig. 2B). Of these, eleven were common to all vertebrate
genomes sampled (CNEs 1/8, 2/9, 3/11, 4, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 22),
while ﬁve were speciﬁc to ﬁsh species (CNEs 10, 16, 18, 20 and 21).
One element (CNE 5) was found in ﬁsh species as well as the chicken
genome. In addition, we tested one human element, CNE 19, which is
tetrapod speciﬁc. CNE fgf.dr17 consists of two noncoding elements,
one ﬁsh-speciﬁc (CNE 16) and one common to all vertebrates (CNE
15). Generally, enhancer activity of CNEs has been tested through
transgenesis, either in zebraﬁsh, Xenopus, or the mouse, (de la Calle-
Mustienes et al., 2005; Inoue et al., 2006; Visel et al., 2007a; Visel et al.,
2007b). Since this method evaluates the expression pattern directed
by a given CNE out of its normal genomic context (i.e., through
insertions of test constructs in the genome at random locations),
expression patterns may include ectopic domains due to position
effects. Therefore, expression patterns need to be reproducible in two
or more independent transgenic lines or embryos (e.g., Hadzhiev et
al., 2007; Strahle and Rastegar, 2008; Vinothkumar et al., 2008; Viselraph depicts these loci in Ciona, as representing the ancestral, pre-genome duplication
d the bystander genes fbxw4 and slc2a15a in blue and yellow, respectively. The minimal
een tetrapods and teleosts the conserved synteny extends from Fgf8 to Tlx1. Gene losses
s are conserved in the teleost fgf8b loci (not shown). In addition, the fgf8a/fbxw4 gene
rs on the right denote the extent of the depicted loci in the listed species, and tetrapods
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305A.Z. Komisarczuk et al. / Developmental Biology 336 (2009) 301–312et al., 2007a; Visel et al., 2007b). To add statistical power to this
approach, we generated multiple transgenic lines for each CNE in
order to investigate whether there are elements that have variability
but might nevertheless show a trend of recurrent expression patterns.
We assigned four subcategories of elements: (i) those that resulted in
no observable GFP activity, (ii) those that resulted in reproducible
patterns in more than 75% of lines, (iii) those that resulted in a main
pattern (N50% of transgenic lines) with occasional additional variable
domains and (iv) elements that gave rise to variable patterns (b50% of
cases with similar patterns). The ﬁrst category, which showed no
detectable GFP expression despite testing in multiple transgenic lines,
were considered to not to act as enhancers on their own (marked as
white ovals in Fig. 3B). These were CNEs 12 and 13 in the 6th intron of
fbxw4, CNE 2/9 in the 5th intron of fbxw4, and CNE 20 between fgf8a
and slc2a15a.Fig. 3. Overview of regulatory sequences tested in the zebraﬁsh fgf8a locus. (A) Vista plot o
Boxed elements correspond to the oval elements in B. The black bars indicate genes and th
activity. The intensity of blue ovals shows various levels of regulatory speciﬁcity of CNEs: navy
same pattern); medium blue—elements which show a main, speciﬁc pattern with extra vari
expression pattern with less than 50% reproducibility. (C) In situ hybridization patterns of
development. Substantial differences can be noticed in the expression pattern of these gene
skin expression of slc2a15a. Anterior is to the left.Pan-vertebrate elements driving reporter activity in fgf8a-like patterns
Element fgf.dr1/8, located downstream from fgf8a (Figs. 3A and B),
directed GFP expression to the midbrain–hindbrain boundary in 10/
10, otic vesicle in 10/10, pectoral ﬁn in 7/10 and retina in 6/10 cases
(transgenic lines) (Fig. 4). The pan-vertebrate element fgf.dr3/11,
located in the ﬁfth intron of fbxw4 (Figs. 3A and B), drove high-level
GFP expression in the retina, the lens, two nuclei in the ventral
midbrain and in the hindbrain rhombomeres (Fig. 4), as well as lower
level expression in the spinal cord, the notochord and in the branchial
arches. The patterns were seen in 12–14 out of 14 independent
transgenic lines for the stronger expressing domains and in 7–10 out
of 14 lines for the lower level expressing domains. A shorter version of
this element, CNE fgf.dr3, also resulted in prominent expression in the
retina but produced a more variable outcome (data not shown).f zebraﬁsh (as the base genome) with multiple vertebrate genomes, names on the left.
e ovals the tested CNEs. White ovals indicate elements that did not exhibit enhancer
blue—highly speciﬁc, reproducible elements (at least 75% of transgenic lines shown the
able domains (more than 50% reproducibility); purple—elements which drove variable
zebraﬁsh fgf8a and the two adjacent bystander genes slc2a15a and fbxw4 at day 2 of
s: speciﬁc and highly restricted expression of fgf8a, ubiquitously expressed fbxw4 and
Fig. 4. Reporter gene expression patterns directed by six elements. Element fgf.dr1/8 is active in themidbrain–hindbrain boundary, forebrain, otic vesicle and retina. Element fgf.dr3/
11 drove expression in the retina, optic nuclei, ventral midbrain spinal cord and in the rhombomeres. Element fgf.dr6 showed activity in the epiphysis, hindbrain, forebrain, retina,
apical ectodermal ridge and spinal cord. Element fgf.dr17 drove GFP expression in cranial motor neurons, vagal nerve, in the hindbrain, apical ectodermal ridge, in the posterior
spinal cord and posterior notochord and strongly in the tailbud and caudal ﬁn. Element fgf.dr18 drove expression in all anterior fgf8a expressing structures: in the midbrain–
hindbrain boundary, cerebellum, epiphysis, hypothalamus, forebrain, hindbrain, otic vesicle and hyoid cartilage. Element fgf.dr21 drove GFP expression in epiphysis, branchial
arches, retina, otic vesicle and pectoral ﬁn. Abbreviations: (AER) apical ectodermal ridge, (BA) branchial arches, (CF) caudal ﬁn, (C) cerebellum, (CN) cranial motor neurons, (E)
epiphysis, (FB) forebrain, (HB) hindbrain, (HT) hypothalamus, (HY) hyoid, (MHB) midbrain–hindbrain boundary, (OV) otic vesicle, (ON) optic nerve, (PF) pectoral ﬁn, (PNC)
posterior notochord, (R) retina, (RhB) rhombomere boundaries, (SC) spinal cord, (VM) ventral midbrain, (VN) vagal nuclei. Scale bars=250 μm.
306 A.Z. Komisarczuk et al. / Developmental Biology 336 (2009) 301–312Element fgf.dr6 is located downstream from slc2a15a, and drove
expression in the hindbrain in 9/9, the spinal cord in 9/9, in apical
ectodermal ridge (AER) in 6/9, in the notochord in 5/9, in epiphysis in
5/9, in lens in 5/9 and in telencephalon in 6/9 lines (Fig. 4). Element
fgf.dr17, located downstream from fgf8a and upstream of fbxw4 (Fig.
3B), directed prominent expression to the tail bud and the cranialnerves (Fig. 3) in 6 and 7 out of 7 transgenic lines, respectively.
Element fgf.dr21 is located downstream from slc2a15a and drove GFP
expression in the retina and epiphysis in 7/7 generated transgenic
lines (Fig. 4). We conclude that these CNEs, which were acquired early
in vertebrate evolution, control fgf8a expression and are distributed
over a much larger region than previously shown.
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Some of the CNEs tested in this study were speciﬁc to teleosts, for
example, element fgf.dr18, located downstream from fbxw4 (Fig. 3B).
This enhancer directed expression reproducibly to anterior fgf8a
domains in 8/8 transgenic lines (Fig. 4). This element directed
expression to many tissues in the head region that can be discerned
by in situ hybridization at day two of development (compare with Fig.
3C), namely, midbrain–hindbrain boundary (MHB), cerebellum, epiph-
ysis, branchial arches, otic vesicle, olfactory pits, hypothalamus, hyoid
cartilage and telencephalon. It is interesting that these are regions that
are also found to express Fgf8 in mouse and chicken embryos, in whose
genomes this particular element is not present. Therefore, these
expression domains must be controlled by different elements in
tetrapods, pointing towards a degree of redundancy and/or convergent
evolution among distinct single copy enhancers. A further element, fgf.
hs19, upstreamof FBXW4/Fbxw4, is tetrapod speciﬁc (marked yellow in
Fig. 2A). This element was tested by (Beermann et al., 2006), where
expression was found in the apical ectodermal ridge (AER) of the limb
bud (though only seen in a single transgenic embryo). Since Fgf8 is
prominently expressed in the AER in all tetrapods and in some teleosts,
we tested the human sequence and found it to direct GFP expression to
the vasculature (Fig. 5A), a domain where fgf8a is not expressed inFig. 5. Enhancers with reporter protein expression in fgf8a-speciﬁc patterns. (A) The tet
transgenic lines. (B) Elements that showed a main speciﬁc pattern with extra variable dom
midbrain–hindbrain boundary, cerebellum, hindbrain, notochord and apical ectodermal ridg
vesicle, pectoral ﬁn and otic ganglion. Element fgf.dr22 drove GFP expression in epiphysis, fo
(H) heart, (NC) notochord, (OG) otic ganglion, (V) vasculature. Scale bars=250 μm.zebraﬁsh. Therewas also vascular label in the rim of the pectoral ﬁn bud
(Fig. 5A). Since the vascular expression patternwas reproducible in 12/
12 lines, we believe that this result reﬂects the actual activity of this
enhancer. Interestingly, this CNE also directed expression to anterior
myotome in 9/12 transgenic lines (Fig. 6). We conclude that there is
evidence for both ﬁsh-speciﬁc as well as tetrapod-speciﬁc inventions in
the repertory of cis-regulatory elements directing Fgf8/fgf8a expression,
but a tetrapod-speciﬁc CNE can nevertheless show at least aspects of
an expression pattern only found in ﬁsh embryos (i.e., the anterior
myotome border).
Some tested regulatory elements were catalogued as CNEs that
directed a reproducible main pattern with additional, presumably
ectopic, domains, but generally drove expression in fgf8a-character-
istic domains (intermediate shade blue in Fig. 3B). Examples of
transgenes with these elements are shown in Fig. 5B. Element fgf.dr10,
located in the 5th intron of fbxw4, drove GFP expression in the
midbrain–hindbrain boundary (4/4), hindbrain (4/4) and tail tip and
caudal ﬁn (4/4 cases). Element fgf.dr14, located upstream of slc2a15a,
directed reporter protein expression to pectoral ﬁn (5/5), otic vesicle
(4/5) and notochord (4/5). Element fgf.dr22 drove GFP expression in
forebrain (2/3), hindbrain (2/3), spinal cord (2/3) and apical
ectodermal ridge (2/3). This element is located upstream of the
slc2a15a gene.rapod-speciﬁc element fgf.hs19 drove GFP expression in the vasculature in zebraﬁsh
ains. Only speciﬁc domains are indicated. Element fgf.dr10 was active in the forebrain,
e. Element fgf.dr14 had activity in the heart, hindbrain, notochord, branchial arches, otic
rebrain, hindbrain, spinal cord and apical ectodermal ridge. For abbreviations, see Fig. 3;
Fig. 6. Multiple transgenes with reporter expression in signaling centers. Certain structures (A: midbrain–hindbrain boundary; B: apical ectodermal ridge; C: anterior myotomes)
that fall into the expression domain of fgf8a are regulated through a set of tested fgf8a elements. Upper panel shows examples of transgenic lines from regulatory elements that
directed reporter protein expression to speciﬁc structures. Lower section shows all regulatory elements that are active in particular structures. The height of ovals indicates the
percentage of transgenic lines from each element that drove GFP expression in a particular structure (white oval height equals 100%). The tetrapod-speciﬁc element fgf.hs19 is
indicated in the place corresponding to the human locus. (A) Midbrain–hindbrain boundary (MHB) expression is regulated by 8 elements (pink) dispersed around fgf8a: fgf.dr1/8,
fgf.dr3/11, fgf.dr5, fgf.dr7, fgf.dr10, fgf.dr14, fgf.dr18 and fgf.dr22. (B) Apical ectodermal ridge (AER) expression is regulated by 10 elements (blue): fgf.dr1/8, fgf.dr3/11, fgf.dr4, fgf.
dr6, fgf.dr7, fgf.dr10, fgf.dr14, fgf.dr17, fgf.dr18 and fgf.dr22. (C) Reporter expression to anterior myotome and tail tip is directed by 8 elements (green): fgf.dr1/8, fgf.dr3/11, fgf.dr4,
fgf.dr5, fgf.dr6, fgf.dr7, fgf.dr18 and fgf.hs19. Scale bar=100 μm.
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expression in fgf8a-speciﬁc domains
In addition to the above examples, some CNEs tested in this study
resulted in less reproducible patterns between different transgenic
lines, which were therefore difﬁcult to interpret. We noticed that in a
subset of transgenic lines these elements nevertheless yielded
patterns characteristic of fgf8a expression in domains that are
involved in fgf8a signaling (Figs. 6A–C). For instance, fgf8a is
speciﬁcally expressed in the MHB, at the anterior myotome borders
and in the apical ectodermal ridge (AER) of the pectoral ﬁn bud
(Groves et al., 2005; Reifers et al., 1998). We found four elements in
addition to the aforementioned elements fgf.dr1/8, fgfdr10 and
fgfdr18 (Figs. 4 and 5B) that in some lines directed expression to the
MHB. This activity was seen with fgf.dr1/8 (5/23), fgf.dr3/11 (1/9),
fgf.dr5 (7/12), fgf.dr7 (4/10), fgf.dr10 (4/4), fgf.dr14 (1/5) and
fgf.dr22 (1/3) cases. The frequencies with which this activity was
found are reﬂected by the size of the magenta colored ovals in Fig. 6A.
Similarly, fgf8a expression within the AER is also a characteristic
feature of fgf8a/Fgf8 expression and is neither seen by the neighboring
genes in the fgf8a GRB, slc2a15a and fbxw4 nor would ﬁnding reporter
expression in these signaling centers likely arise repeatedly through
random insertions near other genes expressed in these tissues.
Nevertheless, we found that several elements from the fgf8a locus
repeatedly directed GFP expression to this area of the limb bud (Fig.
6B). Interestingly, expression in the AER of the pectoral ﬁn bud was
observed with ten different CNEs, suggesting that many CNEs have
redundant functions that presumably depend on the context of the
element in its normal position within the GRB. These elements were
fgf.dr1/8 (6/23), fgf.dr3/11 (2/14), fgf.dr5 (1/12), fgf.dr6 (6/9),
fgf.dr7 (1/10), fgf.dr10 (2/4), fgf.dr14 (1/5), fgf.dr17 (4/7), fgf.dr18
(1/8) and fgf.dr22 (2/3) cases. In this context, it is noteworthy that
zebraﬁsh fgf8a is dispensable for ﬁn bud development, as the zebraﬁsh
fgf8a loss of function mutation acerebellar develops normal ﬁns
(Reifers et al., 1998). The role of Fgf signaling in the zebraﬁsh ﬁn buds
instead is executed by fgf24 (Fischer et al., 2003), a ﬁsh-speciﬁc
ortholog of the FgfD family, yet several CNEs within the fgf8a GRB
apparently have retained the capability to direct fgf8a expression to
this structure.
In both zebraﬁsh and chicken somitogenesis, fgf8a/Fgf8 is
initially expressed in the tailbud and the mRNA is incorporated
into the newly formed somites (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004;
Groves et al., 2005). During somite maturation, transcription starts
again in a sharp stripe corresponding to the prospective anterior
myotome border in zebraﬁsh (Groves et al., 2005) and a central
stripe in chicken and mouse somites (Crossley and Martin, 1995;
Stolte et al., 2002) indicating that cis-regulation might differ
between teleosts and amniotes. Expression in anterior somites can
be viewed as a speciﬁc feature of elements regulating fgf8a and can
be assumed to be unlikely to arise as the result of an enhancer
detection event by the test construct. We found seven zebraﬁsh
elements in addition to the human fgf.hs19 described above (which
did so in 9/12 transgenic lines) (Fig. 6C) to direct expression to the
anterior myotome, namely, fgf.dr1/8 (4/23), fgf.dr3/11 (1/9), fgf.
dr4 (2/19), fgf.dr5 (2/12), fgf.dr6 (1/9), fgf.dr7 (3/10) and fgf.dr18
(1/8 cases).
In conclusion, we have shown that fgf8a-speciﬁc enhancers are
dispersed over a region of 200 kbp in zebraﬁsh, much further than the
immediate ﬂanking sequence of zebraﬁsh fgf8a and, by means of
conserved synteny, other vertebrate Fgf8 orthologs as well. Some of
these elements drive reporter expression in very speciﬁc patterns in a
reproducible manner, while other elements yielded variable expres-
sion patterns, but often still within normal domains of fgf8a
expression. In addition, the reporter gene expression domains
directed by these elements often overlap and many elements may
contribute to one aspect of fgf8a expression, even when, in the case ofthe AER, this expression domain is dispensable for its function in
embryogenesis.Discussion
High complexity and rearrangement of vertebrate Fgf8 genomic loci
Through comparative genomics of the zebraﬁsh fgf8a locus, we
have shown that conserved synteny between distant vertebrate
genomes can serve as a reliable indicator for regions which can be
searched for cis-regulatory elements for any given developmental
control gene that constitutes a target gene within its GRB. We have
argued earlier (Kikuta et al., 2007b; Navratilova et al., 2009) that
one prerequisite for deﬁning GRBs is minimal conserved synteny
between distantly related species. The fgf8a example in this paper
represents a special case of this scenario, as the fgf8a/fbxw4 gene
pair has undergone inversion in an early ancestor of the teleosts,
but this gene order was subsequently conserved in all sequenced
teleost genomes. We have shown that this inversion occurred
within a larger regulatory region that also includes a region
downstream from Fgf8 in tetrapods, including the (tetrapod-
speciﬁc) Btrc gene. We have shown that CNEs that have ended up
on the other side of fgf8a as a result of the teleost inversion still
function as regulatory inputs for this gene. Thus, although an
evolutionary breakpoint exists between fgf8a and the upstream
slc2a15a, the ortholog of which was lost in mammalian genomes,
cis-regulation continued to take place across this evolutionary
breakpoint. As evidenced by the conservation of gene order after
this teleost-speciﬁc breakpoint across all sequenced teleost gen-
omes, the inversion of the fgf8a/fbxw4 gene pair appears to have
been part of the evolution of the teleosts and it would therefore be
interesting to analyze this region in ﬁsh that have not undergone
the additional genome duplication, such as the lobe ﬁnned ﬁsh
(Meyer and Van de Peer, 2005), or in the shark genome (Venkatesh
et al., 2007). Thus it remains to be shown whether the inversion
affects aspects of fgf8 regulation or whether it is, in the words of
Susumu Ohno, a ‘frozen accident’ (Ohno, 1973).Enhancers regulating a morphogen are distributed over a large
genomic interval
Regulatory elements can be far away from the target gene they
regulate, and sometimes in unsuspected locations, such as in the
introns of neighboring genes, or even several gene distances away
(Navratilova et al., 2009). This has also been observed with another
prominent morphogen, sonic hedgehog (SHH), where a single
element located 1 Mb away in an intron of the LMBR1 bystander
gene can be mutated to cause preaxial polydactyly in humans
(Lettice et al., 2002) and can be deleted to cause absence of the
autopod in the mouse (Sagai et al., 2005). For FGF8, so far no point
mutations are known that might lead to a human dysmorphology.
However, a large region downstream from FGF8, including FBXW4
and BTRC, is found duplicated in human split hand foot malforma-
tion 3 (SHFM3; OMIM %600095), a human limb malformation
syndrome, which may represent a case of inappropriate gene
regulation in the human limb bud: a tandem duplication involving
the entire block of conserved synteny downstream from FGF8 of
about 500 kb from inside FBXW4 to TLX1 leads to the truncation of
the central three digits in human patients (de Mollerat et al., 2003;
Everman et al., 2006). Although the exact molecular basis of this
malformation is not clear, the presence of several CNEs directing
reporter expression to the AER suggests that these elements might
be involved in the phenotype. Future ﬁne mapping of the disease
breakpoints may help to resolve this issue.
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Fgf8 encodes a molecule that acts as an inducer, for instance during
limb development (Crossley et al., 1996). As the entire body ﬂank of
the vertebrate embryo is capable of responding to the inducing
capacity of Fgf8 (Crossley et al., 1996), it must be of importance to
restrict its expression to only the places where induction should
occur, and the precise contour of an expression domain may presage
the shape of for example skeletal appendages, as was shown recently
for Bmp5 (Guenther et al., 2008). It appears somewhat counterintu-
itive to ﬁnd several regulatory elements devoted to directing fgf8a
expression to the AER, the anterior myotome, or the MHB in parallel.
Although it is possible that a small subset of the transgenes that
produced less than 50% reproducibility, yet still showed expression in
AER, MHB and anteriormyotomes do in fact represent position effects,
it is highly unlikely that the number of events we observed are due to
chance alone. From our experience, an enhancer detection event for
either of these structures is well under 1/100 in transgenic lines
generated with speciﬁc enhancers, except with CNEs from the fgf8a
GRB, and we therefore believe that at least some of the expression
patterns observed reﬂect the actual capabilities of these elements. In
addition, redundancy of enhancer activity has been reported before.
While such a system would provide robustness in expression control,
it would perhaps also ensure that mutations in any of the regulatory
elements would lead to only a small change in fgf8a expression, and
therefore to only minor phenotypic effects such that many mutations
would be necessary to effect major changes. A further argument for
overlapping activity of developmental enhancers is that they provide
a source of evolutionary novelty: while one element keeps gene
expression constant, the other is free to evolve (Hong et al., 2008). A
recent report showed that the replacement of a mouse enhancer of
the Prx1 transcription factor, which regulates bone formation, with
the orthologous enhancer from a bat resulted in signiﬁcantly
elongated forelimbs in mice, but at the same time, deletion of the
enhancer in mouse had no discernible effect, presumably because of
similar regulatory redundancy (Cretekos et al., 2008). Likewise, the
deletion of a number of HCNEs near prominent developmental
transcription factors that act as enhancers during mouse embryogen-
esis had no visible phenotype (Ahituv et al., 2007), perhaps also
because enhancers operate redundantly and, while they may not be
dispensed of in the wild, deleting them may not affect a laboratory
animal.
CNEs that did not direct reporter expression in transgenic lines
In this study, we found four CNEs that, despite testing in several
transgenic lines, resulted in no detectable GFP expression. There are
several possible explanations for this ﬁnding: These CNEs could be
acting as ‘negative’ elements that restrict expression of enhancers. An
example of this type of element is an element regulating the activity of
enhancers of the rag1 gene in zebraﬁsh, where a distal regulatory
element was found to restrict rag1 expression to lymphoid tissues,
while a proximal promoter construct directed reporter expression
additionally to skeletal muscle (Jessen et al., 1999). A second
possibility is that elements need to interact with one another and
cannot drive expression by themselves. Examples of this have been
reported by Rastegar et al. (2008) for enhancers active in the zebraﬁsh
notochord; the case of two partial sequences of CNE 17 described in
this study may serve as a further example: while neither the pan-
vertebrate element 15 nor the close-by ﬁsh-speciﬁc element 16 were
able to direct reporter expression, the combination of both resulted in
reproducible expression in cranial ganglia and tail bud. A third
possibility would be that these elements simply do not direct
transcriptional regulation, but rather are necessary for other aspects
of chromosome biology, such as chromatin conformation.CNEs driven expression patterns and expression of the target
gene message
A further point regards the interpretation of GFP expression
patterns obtained in our studies: While expression patterns that are
reproduced in several transgenic lines are usually seen as reliable, it
may still happen that a pattern recovered is not seen using in situ
hybridization. The case of element 17 may serve as an example: We
showed, using zebraﬁsh CNEs, that reporter expression was consis-
tently and reproducibly observed in the cranial ganglia, where, to our
knowledge, expression of Fgf8mRNA has not been reported to date in
any vertebrate. However, Fgf8 could be expressed at an early time
point, before the ganglia have formed, and presence of GFP, which has
a much longer half-life than mRNA, could be a sentinel of early
expression. Consistent with this, it has been observed that neurogenic
placodes do not form in zebraﬁsh embryos mutant for fgf8a
(Nechiporuk et al., 2007), while inappropriate fgf8a activity in
zebraﬁsh cranial ganglia results in neuroblastoma (Amsterdam et
al., 2009). In addition, human CNEs from around FGF8 tested in the
mouse drove expression in cranial ganglia (Visel et al., 2007b).
Conversely, a human element, CNE hs19, which has orthologs in
tetrapod, but not teleost, genomes, reproducibly directed expression
to the vasculature, and neither expression of fgf8a nor vascular
phenotypes in zebraﬁsh fgf8a mutants have been reported. We take
this to mean that expression of Fgf8 within the vasculature may be a
tetrapod invention, as Fgf8 signaling was recently shown to be crucial
for the maintenance of vascular integrity in mammalian systems
(Murakami et al., 2008). Since vertebrate- and ﬁsh-speciﬁc CNEs can
drive expression in equivalent domains (for example, ﬁsh-speciﬁc
CNE 18, which drove expression in multiple fgf8-speciﬁc domains) it
remains a formal possibility that other, as yet undetected, enhancers
drive fgf8a or fgf8b in the ﬁsh vasculature.Enhancer activity and p300 binding
Recently, Visel et al. (2009) demonstrated that conserved binding
sites for enhancer-associated protein p300 identiﬁed from mouse
forebrain, midbrain and limb bud predicted their reproducible
activity as enhancers in these tissues in transgenic mice. We
searched the data from this publication for overlap with the
elements in this study and found two conserved elements containing
p300 binding sites. One element, fgf.dr3/11, directed reproducible
enhancer activity to the (forebrain-derived) retina and optic nerve
in all transgenic lines, (Fig. 4), and element fgf.dr22, which is
orthologous to a p300 binding element identiﬁed in the embryonic
mouse limb, where 2 out of 3 transgenic lines showed expression in
the AER (Fig. 6B).
In conclusion, we have shown that the fgf8a genomic regulatory
block contains several bystander genes whose expression patterns are
distinct from the fgf8a target gene, and an area of several hundred kbp
has undergone rearrangement in teleost genomes compared to
tetrapods. There are tetrapod- as well as ﬁsh-speciﬁc CNEs dispersed
over this large area, and we have shown that the majority of them
likely serve as Fgf8-speciﬁc enhancers, and that a few may represent
inventions in bony ﬁsh versus tetrapods.Acknowledgments
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